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With an overwhelming majority, Sara Barnard’s
Goodbye Perfect was the clear winner of this year’s
WHSG Book Award.
A hard-hitting story of friendship,
betrayal of friendship and teenage love,
‘Goodbye Perfect’ clearly resonated
with its audience to great success.
The Book Award was launched in July
2019 with a shortlist of seven books,
and Sara Barnard was in fine company
alongside highly-acclaimed authors
Sophie Anderson, Elizabeth Acevedo,
Frances Hardinge, Sally Nicholls, Tom
Pollock and Holly Smale.
Our shortlist was selected from the
various major book awards running in
2019, including the CILIP Carnegie
Award and the Essex Book Award. It
offered a diverse range of subjects and
genres from the fantasy world of a
Russian fairy tale, a murder mystery,
an English Civil War ghost story, Holly
Smale’s new series The Valentines, to
the more contemporary, urban verse
fiction world of slam poetry. Something
for everyone.
The books were avidly read by
Sara Barnard
students and staff alike with the voting
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closing at the end of November. There was
even a white board stationed in the Library
for a week for everyone to jot down their
favourite title which created quite a buzz
(although students took the opportunity to
add a few other favourites book titles too!).
The winner was announced at the final
assembly of the autumn term by Dr
Hayman. The author was also tagged in
our social media posts on Twitter and
Instagram.
We are already busy monitoring the
longlists of the new round of the major
book awards in time for the third WHSG
Book Award, which we will launch in
September to coincide with the next intake
of Year 7s. In the meantime, keep reading!!

If you enjoying reading Sara Barnard’s
‘Goodbye Perfect’, why not try one of
these…

The pop-up voting
board for the Book
Award attracted
quite a few other
favourite titles too!

WHSG Book Award 2019 Shortlist
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Fresh Thoughts from Aurelia Janus, 7.2…
I have only been at WHSG a few weeks and it already feels like
I’ve been here all my life. The staff are super friendly, there are
also really amazing teachers. The facilities are amazing, I love
the massive field where you can run about to your heart’s
content. When I first came to the school I thought clubs would
only be for older ones, turns out year sevens are allowed too.
Relating to the Library I have to say that there is so many books
to choose from. I truly recommend the Gallagher Girl series.
I read the whole series of six books in under a month! It’s about
a school for spies and the journey of a Year 7 to a Sixth Former,
since it is a school for spies they have breath taking adventures
and learn about plots of destroying the world. The main
character is Cammie Morgan and she is the headmistress’s
daughter. It contains death but nothing too graphic. The first
book is about a spy (Cammie) dating a normal person, it all
goes wrong when her best friends catch her leaving the school.
Then in one of her field assignments her boyfriend thinks she
is being attacked and tries to save her and she gets really told
off. I really recommend the Gallagher series. The Library is
somewhere you can lounge about and read a book, since there
are computers you can also do a bit of homework!
*Thank you to Aurelia for the lovely submission! Editor
Want to write an article for the next newsletter?
Whatever you choose to write about, whether it’s about a book
or film, an interview, a hobby, an event here at WHSG or just student life,
send your article in document form (not a PDF) to library@whsg.info. Make
sure you include your full name and form.
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To continue our jaunt through the Genre Alphabet, this term we shall focus on both some common
genre standards and some not so well known. So when choosing a book to read, it is fine to read the
familiar but this list might take you to unknown territory. Go on, try something different…because it is
good to feel challenged!

I

J

is for Illness

Over the last decade, the growth in young adult
books about illness, and particularly mental
illness, is hard to overlook. Stories about
terminal illness amongst teenagers became
popular a few years ago with books such as
“The Fault In Our Stars” by John Green and
“Before I Die” by Jenny Downham. In 2017, the
bestselling book “Wonder” by R.J. Palacio
which deals with a boy with a facial condition,
mandibulofacial dysostosis, was turned into
a successful movie.
But talking openly about mental health in
teenage books has also seen an increase as the
category of books has grown, too. Anxiety and
depression in children have risen by 48% since
2004. This number is staggering. However,
books about mental illness can help young
adults better understand their mental health,
as well as helping them to foster the language
to talk about it. Holly Bourne’s novel, “Am I
Normal Yet?” looks at a teenager living with
OCD. “Clean” by Juno Dawson tackles eating
disorders and substance abuse. Talking,
listening and reading can build mental wellness,
give it a go.
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is for Japan

When it comes to Japanese fiction, most
people will immediately think of manga.
Manga are comics or graphic novels
created in Japan or by person using the
Japanese language and conforming to a
style developed in Japan in the late 19th
century. They have a long and complex
pre-history in earlier Japanese art. In
Japan, people of all ages read manga.
Manga stories are typically printed in
black-and-white and are read from back
to front. Popular series in the Library
are “Naruto” and “Dragon Ball”.

K

is for Kings…and Queens

If you like historical fiction, try the
“My Story” series (various authors).
These are short books set in all periods
of history from ancient Egypt to World
War II. For longer reads, try the
Victorian world of “Hetty Feather” by
Jacqueline Wilson. Other writers of the
genre include Mary Hooper and Julia
Golding. Should you be looking for
something more challenging, anything
by Phillippa Gregory will tick the box!
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L

is for Love Stories

It is harder to find a more romantic
book than Nicholas Sparks’ best seller
“The Notebook”. However “love” can
come in all shapes and sizes.
“Wuthering Heights” by Emily Brontë
describes a destructive and cruel love
story set against a gothic backdrop
of the Yorkshire moors. In “Pride
and Prejudice” by Jane Austen, Mr
Fitzwilliam Darcey and Miss Elizabeth
Bennet represent a romantic novel of
manners – a classic piece showing an
honest depiction of women,
education, marriage and money
during the Regency period…and not
a wet shirt in sight! Daphne Du
Maurier’s “Rebecca” is the story of
a jealous love. The narrator is never
named in the novel and it is her
jealousy of her new husband’s dead
ex-wife that permeates the book with
destructive consequences.
However, love does not have to be
such hard work. For something more
contemporary, try Holly Bourne’s “It
Only Happens In The Movies” and “To
All the Boys I’ve Loved Before” by
Jenny Han.
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M

is for Mystery

Mystery fiction usually involves
some sort of
whodunit/crime/suspense action.
Maybe some sort of spy or legal
theme to keep the reader
guessing. The boundaries for
this genre are indistinct as it
can be set in any setting, for
example science fiction,
historical or dystopian, etc.
For the ultimate mystery crime
writer, look no further than
Agatha Christie. Born in Torquay
in 1890, Agatha Christie became,
and remains, the best-selling
novelist of all time. Try her
bestselling novel “Murder On The
Orient Express”.
Ally Carter’s “Heist Society”
series stars a smart and
stealthy heroine embroiled in a
high stakes escapade. “The
Curious Incident Of The Dog In
The Night-Time” is a 2003
mystery novel by Mark Haddon.
Its title refers to an
observation by the fictional
detective Sherlock Holmes in
Arthur Conan Doyle's 1892 short
story “The Adventure of Silver
Blaze”. Clever stuff!
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N

is for Narrator

Some authors use a narrator’s
voice to tell their story. Some
will use the narrator’s voice to
relate the story from an
outsider’s point of view, with the
narrator not participating in the
story. Others will narrate the
story whilst taking part in the
action.
Some authors use the viewpoint
and voice of a child to tell the
story. For example, Harper Lee
uses the child’s voice of “Scout”
to put across adult themes in
“To Kill A Mockingbird”. Mark
Twain uses the same technique
in “The Adventures Of
Huckleberry Finn”. Sometimes
the narrator’s voice is an
unreliable one if the narrator is
unwell or trying to deceive. In
“The Curious Incident Of The Dog
In The Night-Time”, Mark Haddon
uses the voice of “Christopher”
who sees the world in a
surprising and revealing way due
to his behavioural difficulties.
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O

is for Outsiders

Many books for young adults have
a hero who is an outsider from
the group. Will the outsider beat
the group or join it?
The “Twilight” series harnesses
this theme using the emotions of
alienation and rebellion to great
effect. But you do not have to be
a vampire to feel like an outsider.
“The Art Of Being Normal” by Lisa
Williamson tells the story of two
outsiders – David, a transgender
teenager on the cusp of puberty –
and Leo, isolated by class and a
reputation for violence, find their
stories mesh in unexpected and
transformative ways. “Goodnight
Mister Tom” by Michelle Magorian
tells the story of a boy abused at
home in London who is evacuated
to the countryside and into the
care of an elderly recluse at the
outbreak of the war.
All of the characters in these
novels find ways to find
acceptance whether inside or
outside the group.
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National Poetry Day 2019
Winners
This year’s theme, Truth, strongly
resonated with the girls as we
received an astounding number of
entries, clearly written from the heart
and with conviction.
All the entrants took the
opportunity to read their poem out to
their audience at a well-attended
lunchtime recital on Thursday 3rd
October, when we announced the
winners (judged by Mrs Dron of the
English department).
And the winners were…

1st: Lily-Ann Sharp, 8.4, with ‘What
the Humans Said’.

What the Humans Said
We’re not killing the planet with our manufactured
waste
We’re not going to ruin the Earth and the land isn’t
being defaced
Trust me, we don’t throw all our waste into the sea,
The planet isn’t breaking down because of us,
believe me!
The sea animals aren’t dying because of our plastic,
The habitat left for the polar bears are fantastic!
Gorillas and elephants are aplenty, no lies here,
The end of so many animal species isn’t near!
We promise you the ozone layer’s in perfect
condition,
There’s no need to fret, it’s in a safe position!
Habitat destruction? Deforestation? What’s that?
We aren’t destroying planet Earth, forget all that!
This is the desperate cry of the ignorant beings
Making up lies and ignoring what they’re seeing
They might not see it, but we are the youth,
And humans are killing the Earth. That is the truth.

1st
8
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2nd: Saffron Wheeler, 7.2, with
‘The Path’.

The Path
Truth is the path to calm
Calm is the path to peace
Peace is the path to love
Love is the path to commitment
Commitment is the path to luxury
Luxury is the path to tranquility
Tranquility is the path to euphoria
Euphoria is the path to hope
Hope is the path to belief
Belief is the path to the Lord
The Lord is the path to my heart
My heart is the path to truth

2nd

3rd: Lena Rasskazova, 7.2, with
‘Truth’.

‘Catch Me Reading’ prize

Truth
It may not be obvious,
Lurking behind the door
Whether it will pounce on you
Never shall it be told.
Truth, it is a shape-shifter
For it could slither past you unnoticed
And bite you like a snake,
Pounce on you
To the likings of tigers
It might come just like a dog,
Bounding up to you
Or running away
At the pace of deer.
Dr Hayman presented Chloe Smith, 8.4,
with a £10 Amazon voucher as the winner
of the ‘Catch Me Reading’ autumn 2019
draw. Congratulations!

Or just taunt you
Like my brother
However clear or misty
Truth isn’t what it seems
For as life has it
We just simply don’t have a clue.
.
Congratulations to everyone
who took part!
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‘Catch Me Reading’ is a literacy initiative.
Students ‘caught’ reading outside of lessons are
entered into a termly prize. The lucky winner
receives a £10 Amazon voucher.
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Enter the following 26 ONE-WORD BOOK TITLES into the criss-cross grid above:
2 letters
IT
3 letters
EVA

5 letters
BLAME
DIZZY
MEGAN
POPPY
SHINE

10

8 letters
ANTIDOTE
ASSASSIN
CHOCOLAT
INKHEART

7 letters
ECLIPSE
MATILDA
MONSTER
PEACHES
SCORPIA
SHADOWS

9 letters
DIVERGENT
KIDNAPPED
10 letters
TROUBADOUR
12 letters
FRANKENSTEIN
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Answers on page 14

4 letters
ONCE

6 letters
CASTLE
FRAMED
PHYSIK
UNIQUE

The Library
Online Catalogue
Welcome to the Library’s home page. The Library catalogue can be accessed in
school by typing “Library” into the search bar. Then click on “Library Online”.
Alternatively, to access the catalogue from any other device, enter the following
address into any search engine – http://aiscloud.uk/wst13/#!dashboard. A link is
also available from the school website.

Searching for books and other resources is easy. Specially selected reading lists
are readily available from the “Quick Lists” option and resources helpful for your
studies can be quickly found via the “Visual Search”. By logging on using your
normal logins, you can reserve books, write reviews and much more. Further
information can be found in and around the Library.
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The problem with

Y

ou might think the term ‘fake news’ is a
modern concept, popularised by Donald
Trump, but in fact ‘false news’, as it
should be called, has been around for hundreds
of years, and is consciously used by the media
and governments to great effect in the name of
profit and power.
When a fake news story is uploaded to a social
media platform, the effect and spread is
immediate through sharing and endorsements
(likes). If it then goes ‘viral’, it can influence
people’s thinking, causing fear, prejudice, anger
and even violence in the general population.
In 1903, American newspaper The Daily
Telegram printed a fake news story about the
death of a miner, Mejk Swenekafew, shot dead
by his friend in a row over a pet dog. They were
convinced a rival newspaper, The Daily News, had
been stealing stories from them for months and
wanted to catch them out. Sure enough, The
Daily News ran the same story the following day.
In revenge The Daily Telegram exposed their rival
with the declaration ‘we fake news’
(Swenekafew backwards) – very clever, but very
effective. What this also proved was that fake
news could help to sell newspapers and was
therefore good for profit.
You might think faking news for profit would
only occur in the tabloid (gutter) press, but no,
broadsheets, news sites and governments have
all been exposed and had stories debunked as
fake.
When people make assumptions about the
veracity of a source, they are more vulnerable
to being duped.
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Take the case of
photographs. When
they were first
invented, no one would
have believed they
could be faked.
However, in the early
1860s, a time of great
interest in spiritualism,
William Mumler
produced photographs
with a deceased family
member’s ‘spirit’ clearly
visible, which he
claimed gave ‘peace and
comfort to the weary
soul’. He was later
convicted of fraud and
larceny.

During the American Civil War, war
photographers were found to have scandalously
altered the subject of their photos (even dead
bodies) to suit the composition and have
maximum appeal/shock value.
The invention of moving pictures in the 1890s
was seen as having more integrity. However, the
now iconic WW1 footage depicting soldiers ‘going
over the top’ was later discovered to have been
staged by government-sponsored filmmakers
Geoffrey Malins and John McDowell. Originally
viewed by approximately 20 million people in
Britain, it was an early example of war
propaganda, ‘weaponising’ a story, influencing the
public to support the war.
In modern times, the ability to manipulate digital
images has revealed a more insidious aspect:
deepfake. Deepfake software is freely available to
upload from the internet and can be used to steal
someone’s digital image, map it onto another
person’s body and then manipulate it for malicious
purposes, particularly blackmail. (This is the
subject of the BBC1 programme recently aired,
called ‘The Capture’, available on BBCiPlayer.)

For new books and events, follow the Library at:
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photographer who claimed
to capture Abraham Lincoln
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Harry’s Secret Wedding

Examples of actual fake
newspaper headlines

full article, not just the headline. Just because it
seems plausible, it doesn’t necessarily make it
true, so cross-check your facts. Use textbooks or
other sources to verify your research, and
remember that you are more likely to believe
something if it coincides with your own beliefs,
which in turn might have been influenced by
fake news and false memories.
A good rule of thumb is to be sceptical and look
at the evidence. If you don’t trust it, don’t use it.

Ian Hislop, editor of Private Eye magazine, ballet
dancing. Or is he? An example of deepfake.

This brings us back to Donald Trump and his
daily accusations of fake news by the media.
Caught out in his retweet of a far-right group’s
anti-Muslim video, White House spokeswoman
Sarah Sanders said, ‘Whether it’s a real video
[or not] the threat is real.’
So what does this have to do with your
schoolwork and just how do you learn how to
spot the difference between fake news and
trustworthy sources?
By now, you should have realised that you
need to check the credibility of everything you
read or access online. You can use the
infographic opposite as a guide. It is
particularly important to check the source and
the credibility of the author/website. Read the
Sources:
Coolican, Hugh, ‘The Psychology of Fake News’, Psychology Review, September 2019, Vol. 25, No. 1, pp26–28.
‘Ian Hislop’s Fake News: A True History’, BBC Four, https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m00095hv/ianhislops-fake-news-a-true-history, accessed 16.10.19
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Criss Cross Quiz Answers
Across
1. CASTLE, 3. ONCE, 6. MONSTER, 7. SCORPIA, 8. BLAME, 9. FRANKENSTEIN. 11. IT, 12. MEGAN, 14. SHINE, 15. TROUBADOUR, 17. EVA,
19. PHYSIK, 20. MATILDA, 22. ECLIPSE, 23. DIVERGENT, 24. POPPY
Down

2. ANTIDOTE, 4. CHOCOLAT, 5. ASSASSIN, 9. FRAMED, 10. SHADOWS, 11. INKHEART, 13. KIDNAPPED, 16. UNIQUE, 18. PEACHES, 21 DIZZY

Use your Library, you’ll miss it
when you leave!

Thank you
Please take
conversations
outside

Switch
mobile
phones to
silent mode

Do not
bring food
into the
Library

…….or drinks
apart from
water

THE LIBRARY

